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flattering knitwear in simple shapes
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The book Cloths is full of unique designs, the basic concept is one
of simple geometric shapes, combined with aspects of conventional
design.
ll the models are loose-fitting and adaptable to petite and larger sizes. The
attractive designs in the book are casual, but always with a touch of
elegance. We find square, triangular and diamond shapes being used.
The designs are given in 4 to 8 sizes.
The designs of Ninette Hartwich strive towards - and are characterised by simplicity and attention to detail. Most of the models are whenever possible
knitted from the top down, to minimise the need for complicated assembly
work and to achieve the best possible fit, as we work from a set design.
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Ninette Hartwich trained at the Hellerup
Textil Akademi, where her main subject was
in cutting with supplementary studies in
machinist skills. In 2011 Ninette set up a
yarn store and workshop, creating designs
for the shop and supplying other companies.
In 2014 she closed the shop and began to
work full-time with knit design, among others for Permin and Strikkemagasinet.
Ninette has previously published a booklet of designs for toddlers (TrompetTulle
og de andre Tumlinger) and created several other designs in her own name.

Many of Ninette’s designs can be viewed on Instagram (@knitdesignbyninette)
and Facebook (KnitDesign by Ninette).
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